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ry LneCK 1. Explain how slides, flips, and turns preseffe congruence. See mafgin.
2. OPEN ENDED Draw a pair of congruent triangles and label the congruent sides

and angles. See margin.
?r*ctice ldentify the congruent triangles in each figure.

5.

6.

If LWXZ: ASTI, name the congruent angles and congruent sides.

QUILTING In the quilt design, assume that angles and
segments that appear to be congruent are congruent.
Indicate which triangles are congruent. See margin.

The coordinates of the vertices of AQRT and AQ'R'I'
are Q(4,3), Q'@,3), R(-4, -2), R'(4, -2), T(-1, -2),
and T'(1, -2). Verify that,AQRT = 48,R,T,. Then name
the congruence transforr{ration. See margin.

GARDENING This garden lattice will be covered with
morning glories in the summer. Wesley wants to save
two triangular areas for artwork. II AGHI = AKLP, G

name the corresponding congruent angles and sides.

L! = ZX, LH = LL, LJ = LP, GE = Xt, IU = N,
GJ= KP

LWPZ= L0VS LEFH - LGHF

Name the congruent angles and sides for each pair of congruent triangles.

About the Exarcises...*
Organization by Objective
o Corresponding Parts of

Congruent Ttiangles: 9 -22,
2715

. Identify Congruence
Transformations: 2316

OddlEven Assignments
Exercises 9-35 are structured
so that students practice the
same concepts whether they
are assigned odd or even
problems.

Assignmant Guide
Basic: 9-19 odd, 23, 27-33,
36-5r
Average: 9-35 odd, 36-51,

Advanced: 10-36 even, 37-48
(optional: 49-51)

All: Quiz 1 (1-5)

Answers

1. The sides and the angles of the
triangle are not allected by a
congruence translormalion, so
congruence is preserved.

2. Sample answer:

.9'.

^A\/,,, \A,,,N
6. ABME, AANG, ADKH, LCLF;

AEMJ, AGNJ, AHKJ, LFLJ;
ABAJ, AADJ, ADCJ, LCBJ;
ABCD, AADC, ACBA, LDAB;
ABLJ, AAMJ, AJND, AJKC,
ABMJ, AANJ, AJKD, AJLC

7. QE:5, 0'R' : 5, BI: 3,

B'T' :3, 0T = tffi, and

0'T' = Vg+. Use a protraclor to
conlirm that the corresponding
angles are congruenl; llip.

13. ZT= LXJU = LY, LV= LZ,
TU=XY,UV=YZ,TV=12

14. z_!: zB, LD = LS, LG =_1W,
CD = BS, DG = $W, CG: EW

15. L-B: LD, LC= /-G, LF= LH,
BC: DG, CF= GH, BF: DH

16. 4=1=HlD = LK, LGELL,
AD: HK, DG= KL, AG= HL
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3.A a LAFC=LDFB 4.H K LHJT:LTKH

h."1 \ Nlr\ r\
cbJtr-+r

).

2: LJ,
i=TL

plication

E

,7.

@'
o\,/

targin. 13. ATUV=AXYZ
15. ABCF = LDGH

) '1,4. LCDG = ARSW

.'1.6. LADG = AHKL
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Identify the congruent triangles in each figure.



Assume that segments and angles that appear to be congruent in the numbere,
triangles are congruent. Indicate which triangles are congruent.

All of the small triangles in the figure at the right
are congruent. Name three larger congruent
triangles. l

s

A^



21. MOSAICS The picture at the left is the center of a Roman mosaic. Because the
four triangles connect to a square, they have at least one side congruent to a side
in another triangle. What else do you need to know to conclude that the four
triangles are congruent?

Verify that each of the following preserves congruence and name the congruence
transformation.
22. APQV = AP'Q'V' 23. AMNP = AM'N'P'

lv v

t() x

,&
V

Mosaics..................i:
A mosaic is composed of :
glass, marble, or ceramic
pieces often arranged in
a pattern. The pieces, or
tesseroe, are set in cement.

Mosaics are used to
decorate walls, floors,
and gardens.

_-*:::::T:::::': _'

24. AGHF = LG'H'F' 25. AIKL= AI'K'L'

Determine whether each statement is true or false. Draw an exampre or
counterexample for each.

26. Two triangles with corresponding congruent angles are congruent.
27. Two triangles with angles and sides congruent are congruent.

28. UMBRELLAS Umbrellas usually have eight congruent
triangular sections with ribs of equal length. Are the
statements AIAD = AIAE and AIAD = AEAIboth
correct? Explain. I
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ALGEBRA For Exercises 29 and. 30, use the following information.
AQRS = AGH/, RS :12, QR: 10, QS : 6, and Hl :2x - 4.

29, Draw and label a figure to show the congruent triangles. See margin,

30. Find r. 8

ALGEBRA For Exercises 3'1. and.32, use the following information.
LIKL = LDEF,\&Ll : 36, mLE : 64, and.mLF - 3x + 52.

31. Draw and lalel a figure to show the congruent triangles. See margin.

sz. Find x. f

EEtr The statements below can be used to prove that congruence of triangles
is symmetric. Use the statements to construct a correct flow proof. Provide the
reasons for each statement. See p. 2338,

corresponding Pans of congruent Triangles
hansles that lare the sane size and sane slale are
conrent tdugle' tuo tianEl€s Ee conmert if and
only il il thre. pds oi cddespon&g dgles de .dnsuent
and dl ituee pairs ol conespondns sides are coryrftnt. h
tne n$re, MC = MSt

sml@ lrMzdMslnanP,hcpdEor
con$ent angl€s dd con$€nf sides.
d=4,LY=LS,LZ=LI
*=RP,=tu-.=fi

Given: ARSI = AXYZ
Prove: AXYZ = ARST

Flow Proof:

n=--r,----=s x:?Y
TZ

{,-6r-r 5.BF 
\Dl/ \ \ \ \

r\ ;\.
LE= LT,LF= LKI LA= LD;
Le = LLiE=-Xi LABC= LDCBi
re=i;re=ru LACB=LDBC:

m- rc;rc- W;
rc=e

LR= 4

n=W

Idetily th€ .onrent tiegl$ h each ffSe,

l, 
^^ 

2. B - 3,,-!"P\ "^.d;t-" l\+
LABC= LJKL LABC= ADCB LJKM= LLMK

LBSU = LTSU;
LBUS 4 LTUS;
m=ru;re=re;
g=g

LX= LR, LY= LR= LX, LS=
LS,LZ=LT, LY,/T=LZ,

:4!:-_js, Lz = i lRs = xl sr= I

ST, XZ = RT YZ, RT = XZ
i-&'i:-A{i"r,l |Arv--=A-r-ii-i
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Id€nti& th€ conment hia.sl€s i. each ffru€

,^.'A
,1"4.l\

sa--+4o
LABC= LDRS

LA= LR, LN= LB, LC = LVi AN = RB, NC = BV, AC = RV

Nme the con$ent angles and sides for e&h pair of con$ert tdogl€s.

-G= LL,LK= LM,LP= t U q--W,Xi=-W,e= m

34. EEGEtr Copy the flow proof and provide the reasons for each statement.

Given: AB - CO,-AO - Ce, AD t DC, B - C

AB BC, ADll BC, ABll cD f--n
Prove: AACD = LCAB f, ,/ T

| -1 > f1

Flow Proof:

I nes

:E-

;$r8 =,

-:

ps=t/re,p'S'=t/re, tn=zt/i,t'u'=zt/i,
st = rfs, s'r, = tfs, pr = tfro, nu = t6, u,N' = t6,
P'T' ={0, LP = LP', LN = 7, L'N' = 7, LL= LL',
LS=LS',LT=LT'itlip LM=LM',LN=LN'tllip

;^;cD;Xiiql
m.?

QUILTING For kqci*s 7 md a, refd b th€ qdlt d€sig.

t. Indicab ile t iangle6 thlt appaa. b bo coqrmnt.
AABI = LEBF. LCBD= LHEG

a. Nme tle consuent angles and corsent sides of a pair ol
conrant bhglcs.

AB= EB, BI- BF, AI= EF

* 35. EEEEE Write a flow proof to prove Congruence of trinngles is reflexiae.
(Theorem 4.4) See margin.

36. CRITICAL THINKING ARSI is isosceles with RS = RT, R

M, ALgnd P are midpoints of their sides, z5 = LMPS, nz,rr^\ru
and M = /V1P-. Whaf else do you need to know to prove -,^..-
thAt ASMP = ATNP? LSMP = LTNP, LMPS = LNPT S=__-___ts-r LT= 4

sr=m
: m etryon line.com/self_check*q u izlf cat

ARN= AUSV

The folloving sbteneni iells one way b ma! prdim4e
pdinls b imds pohts h thc mordnate plane.

Ths cs be rcld, Tne poht ri6 .oordinales (t, ,) is
mapped to the poirt snth @odinates (r + 6, t 3)."
Witi tiis transfonaiion, for exuple, (3, 5) is mappad b
(3 + 6,5 3) or (9, 2). The fisre show6 Low rhc tidsl€
SC t mpled to iriansb rZ.

1. Does tle tmnsfomation above apFsr to b. a consance transfonsiion? E:pldr you
amwer Yes; the translormaiion slides the figure to th€ lower right wilhoul
changing its size or shape.

2.Idendry fte cdnFent ddglcs h oa& dasan.

^ 
"4 

AABC=LADC b. , APOS=AROS

"-!" A-'-j, ,l-"\,
'd\ la\\ //1a 1/

LMNo = LAPa
3, Deiembe whether eadr stabmeni says ihnl .onsed@ ol hiaslcs b Pt*ie,

a ifthe irst oltFo iiangles is oqied b tha semnd ii.nSlc, Nlen fte second
liansle is.onsruent to ttre nrst symmetic

6. r tlere e ffree fiasles for wEd! dc tust is conF.nt b t\e semnd ard tne se@d
is consuenth tletljd,then tie frsitidsle is concrrcntbtle&ird. transilive

c, Every triansle i consedl b itsetf reflexive

Helping You Remember
4 A god rvay io remembr soEetlirg i6 b dd6 it b someone else. You classmab Bm is

hrvhg Lronlle ddthg consuence ststmerb for bimgles bocause le thjnks ne hs to
Datd up tu pdrs of sides and three !ai.6 or argles. How .d yoo heb M unde6tand
how to w.ite mrsct consuerce statemenb mo.e €asily? Sample answer: Write the
three venices of one hiansle in any order.Then write the coresponding
vedices ol lhe second tiangle in the same order lf the angles ar€ wrillen
in the cotrect corespondence, the sides will automalically be in the
correct correspondence also.
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Pre-Adivity my are hidsles us€d in bddg€s?

tuadtheirtrddudiontoLesson4-3atdeiopofpage l92iryourtetbook
tn tle bridge drown in the plotosapl in tour textbook, diagonal braces
v€re used to divide squares inb iwo isosceles .iglt ti3ngl€s. my do you
thirkthesebrtues are $.don debridse? Sample answer:The
diagonal braces make th€ stucture stronger and prevent il
from being delormed when it has lo wrthstand a heavy load.

Reading the tesson
1, If MSr = AnW, compleie each lair of @nrent lads



s7. wtsms-'r'N'l 
*ii:::*"":uestion rhat was posed at the besinninE

Why are triangles used in bridges?
Include the following in your answer:. whether the shape of the triangle matters, and. whether the triangles appear congruent.

38. Determine which statement is true given AABC = AX1Z.(fr) ar-- =Vv /';-\ i= =:



v \ll,

39. ALGEBRA

@fi

AL QCt:) AB: yZ

Find the length of DF if D(_5, 4) and F(2, _7).

@ V13 @ ts7

@ cannotbe
determined

@ V1s5

Mixed Review



Find x and the measure of each side of the triangle ' (Lesson 4'7)

4g. LBCDis isosceles withBe :6'BC :2x + 4'BD : x l2' andCD :10'

++. Triangl eHKTis equiiateral with HK: x * 7 andHT : 4x - B'

Writeanequationinslope.interceptformforthelinethatsatisfiesthegivet

46. m: ],A-t*"tcePt 
: 8

48. m - 
'-4, 

contains (-3'2)
conditions. flesson 3-4l

45. contains (0,3) and (4' -3)

47. oarallel to Y 
: -4x I1;

'-^-+-;-. /-? 1)



Gelting Feady for pREREeursrrE sKrLL Find the distance between
the NeXt LeSSOn (To review the Distqnce Formuta, see Lesson t-4.i

49. (-7,7), (I, 6) 50. (8, 2), (4, -2)

each pair of points.

s1. (3,5),(5,2)

1. Identify the isosceles triangles in the figure, if FH and DG are congruent F
perpendicular bisectors. (Lesson 4"-1)

ALGEBRA LABC is equilateral with AB : 2x, BC : 4x - 7,
and, AC: r * 3.5. lLesson 4-j)
2. Find x. 3. Find the measure of each side.

4. Find the measure of each numbered angle. ftesson 4-2)

70"

5. If AMNP = LIKL, name the corresponding congruent angles and sides. (Lesson 4-3)
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